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Article abstract
More About the Stem Family
The stem family has invaded historical demography as it has obsessed Quebec
ethnography and all those who have studied it haved defined it in terms of
impartible inheritance. Explanations of the stem family have therefore
amounted to nothing else than explanations of impartible inheritance, either
in terms of demographic pressures, or the need to secure old age support. In a
comparaitve perspective, however, demographic pressures and the need for
old age securities are widespread, but the stem family is not and, to understand
its specificity we need to shift our attention to its residential composition. All
the common wisdom statements about it then lose much of their plausibility.
In this new perspective, the inheritance practices related to the stem family are
best interpreted in the light of a new question: why should the parents tolerate
the corésidence of their daughter-in-law? At first glance, the historical evidence
may seem to challenge our thesis, since historians have uncovered radically
different inheritance practices in the seventeenth-century. By a systematic
comparison of residential and inheritance practices between the 19th and the
17th centuries, we conclude that the stem family could not have existed in
francophone Quebec before the first half of the 19th century, and we explain
why.
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